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Tailoring the multiphase flow pattern of gas and
liquid through micro-packed bed of pillars†

Nathalie Márquez,a Jacob A. Moulijn,b Michiel Makkee, b

Michiel T. Kreutzer c and Pedro Castaño *d

We describe the co-current flow pattern of gas and liquid through micro-fabricated beds of solid and pil-

lars under variable (i) capillary number, (ii) contact angle or wettability and (iii) pillar arrangement, i.e. modi-

fying the distance between pillars or their size and comparing regular with more chaotic systems. Laser-

induced fluorescent microscopy and image analysis are used to study the hydrodynamic interactions in

terms of dynamics, liquid hold-up, and gas–liquid interfacial area per reactor volume. Those parameters

provide insights into the multiphase flow patterns in these systems, how to control them, maximize mass

transfer rate and unlock the potential of microreactors to reveal further intrinsic information.

Introduction

Multiphase micro-chemical systems take advantage of the
large interfacial areas, fast mixing, and reduced mass- and
heat-transfer limitations to achieve increased performance in
comparison with conventional larger scale systems.1 These
features lead to platforms for fast screening of conditions and
synthesis methods in what is known as flow chemistry.2,3 In
addition, the hydrodynamics are also affected by those size
effects.4–6 Micro-fabricated beds consist of channels with hy-
draulic diameters of the order of 100 μm and channels filled
with stationary (sometimes porous) solids. These solids are
arranged in a chaotic fashion by packing the bed with parti-
cles with a defined particle size distribution or in a regular
fashion by fabricating posts or pillars inside the channel.
These devices perform gas–liquid–solid reactions that benefit
from the small volumes and an improved heat and/or mass
transfer.7–13 Kashid and Kiwi-Minsker14 have reviewed the dif-
ferent potential applications of packed bed microreactors for
gas–liquid–solid reactions.

When scaling down, the importance of surface forces in-
creases, and the importance of body forces decreases.15 The
relative importance of the different forces such as gravity and
inertia can be analysed using dimensionless numbers. The
relative importance of gravitational stress with respect to sur-
face tension is given by the Bond number (Bo), the relative im-
portance of inertial stress with respect to surface tension is
expressed by the Weber number (We), and the ratio of viscous
stresses to surface tension is described by the capillary num-
ber (Ca). At low liquid and/or gas velocities and small chan-
nel size, viscous stress dominates over inertial stress, their ra-
tio is given by the Reynolds number (Re). For multiphase
(organic-gaseous and aqueous–gaseous) micro-fluidic systems
at ambient pressure and temperature: Bo < 10−3, We < 10−5,
and Re < 10−2; therefore, gravitational and inertial stresses
can be ignored. The flow is dominated by viscous stresses
and the interfacial tension at the gas–liquid boundary, thus,
the Ca number is the key parameter to predict the flow
pattern.16

Günther and Kreutzer, summarized different experimental
techniques for the characterization of micro-scale multiphase
flow with the spatial and temporal measurement resolutions.
Intrusive measurement probes are generally not an option for
micro-fluidic systems. In the laser-induced fluorescence
microscopy technique, the liquid phase is labeled with a fluo-
rescent dye to reveal the gas–liquid distribution inside the de-
vice and the shape of the liquid interface. Yang et al.17 have
been able to use this approach and then to model the behav-
ior of gas–liquid passing through a micro-packed bed of pil-
lars by computational fluid dynamic (CFD) simulations of
multiphase flow using the volume-of-fluid (VOF) method.
The different modeling strategies for the multiscale phenom-
ena in these systems have been reviewed by Ge et al.18
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As in large-scale systems, flow regime maps have been
constructed for micro-packed beds that map flow patterns in
a 2D domain of liquid and gas velocities.19–21 However, by
only using velocities, the effect of other parameters that can
influence flow patterns, such as physical fluid properties22

and inlet section design23,24 are not reflected. The study of
flow in porous media, relevant in oil recovery, has several
common characteristics with the multiphase flow in micro-
packed beds. Both the packing of particles and the channel
filled with pillars can be analyzed as a connected network of
void spaces or pores. In micro-fluidic systems involving
micro-packed beds, channels filled with pillars and porous
media the fluid velocities are low and surface forces are dom-
inant: Re < 10−2, Bo < 10−2, We < 10−6 and Ca < 10−3.25 The
main difference in these systems is that oil-recovery studies
are focused on the displacement of one phase by another
(liquid for liquid or liquid for gas) and in packed beds for
catalytic applications, gas and liquid phases have to flow to-
gether. Analysis of capillary pressure distribution in single
channels with sinusoidal shape shows that surface-tension
driven flow in such channels is controlled by the pressure ex-
tremes at their “crests” and “throats”.26 Oil recovery studies
highlight the importance of the balance of pressures at the
pore level.

The arrangement of the pillars or the 2D-3D disposition of
the stationary solid material have proved to be extremely use-
ful and important to tune the hydrodynamics in micro-
reactors27 or visualizing transport processes in porous sys-
tems.28 The fact that the cylinders typically used in 2D
systems are different to the particles used in 3D systems is a
source of the high anisotropy observed for this kind of parti-
cle–fluid systems. In fact, anisotropy together with heteroge-
neity and nonlinear behavior are among the most evident fea-
tures of the complexity of these systems.18 Overall, little is
known in regard to the effect of bed distortions on the hydro-
dynamic behavior of multiphase flow. Ferrari et al.29 have
shown that the heterogeneous geometries of pillars lead to a
more dynamic flow behavior than homogeneous one for in
porous media. Furthermore, the hydrodynamic behavior of
microreactors is quite dynamical depending on the previous
history.30 Behavior that is also observed in porous media.31

An uneven disposition of the solids within a microreactor
can have a great effect on the hydrodynamics of micro-
packed bed reactors.32 At the same time, this earlier work32

showed the potential of micro-fluidic devices to extract hydro-
dynamics behavior of microreactors aiming at high-
throughput catalyst testing.

The goal of the current work is to describe the characteris-
tics of the flow patterns observed in micro-packed beds at Ca
numbers in the range 10−5–10−3. The dependence of the
multiphase flow pattern in gas and liquid velocities, liquid
viscosity, contact angle, and pore size are discussed, to get in-
sight in the relevant parameters necessary for making flow
pattern predictions. Ultimately, our purpose is to have a
physical image of the flow pattern in miniaturized packed
beds of cylindrical geometry (2 mm inner diameter) packed

with spherical non-porous particles of about 100 μm (typi-
cally). For this aim, we have studied the impact of Ca num-
ber, contact angle, and pillar-array in the dynamics of the
multiphase flow. The discussion of the results is in terms of
the flow pattern observed, macroscopic liquid hold-up and
gas–liquid interfacial area per reactor volume.

Experimental
Micro-packed bed design

The micro-packed bed system shown in Fig. 1a consists of in-
dependent gas and liquid feed ports, the bed section with the
pillars array and one exit port. The gas feed passes through
50 μm wide serpentine channels with a significant pressure
drop to assure a stable flow in the bed section.33 We used be-
fore pressure drop measurements over micro-packed bed of
particles to understand hold-up, transients and dispersion in
these systems.30,34 However, modelling and visualization in
porous media shows that the local pressures over a micro-
packed bed of pillars vary significantly across the bed.35 De
Loos et al.36 has compared experimental results with differ-
ent modelling approaches to calculate the pressure drop over
a regular arrangement of pillars. These approaches cannot
predict accurately the two-phase flow across the micro-
packed bed of pillars. Nonetheless and taking into account
the different porosities, viscosities and linear velocities, we
can predict using his data that the pressure drop in this work
is always ≪ 0.5 bar.

The pillar-filled section is 60.0 mm long, 5.5 mm wide,
and 70 μm high. In the basic design, it contains regular ar-
rays of hexagonally positioned pillars. The pillars have a ra-
dius r of 60 μm and a centre-to-centre distance dc of 150 μm.
These dimensions were selected to have a bed porosity ε, de-
fined as void volume divided by bed volume, of 0.42. As
shown in the pillars array distribution in Fig. 1b and c, the
positioning of the pillars relatively to the flow direction (y)
avoids the formation of straight flow channels inside the
bed.

To evaluate the influence of the bed width on the flow pat-
tern, a second micro-packed bed system was made keeping
all the dimensions of the original design constant but with a
bed width of 3 mm. To study the effect of the size and posi-
tion of pillars on the flow pattern (size of irregular void-chan-
nels), two additional micro-packed bed systems were
designed. A third one with a pillar-array design that contains
random deviations in the pillar position (pillar-centre coordi-
nates Xi,j,Yi,j) and constant pillar size (r = 60 μm) and a fourth
design that contains random deviations in the pillar radius
(γi,j) and constant pillar positioning (hexagonal array with
centre-to-centre distance dc = 150 μm). Fig. 1b shows the
pillar-array without deviations. Fig. 1c gives an impression of
the pillar-array when random deviations in both size and po-
sition of pillars are introduced.

According to Fig. 1 the following relations can be derived:

Xi,j = xi,j + ωxi,j (1)
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Yi,j = yi,j + ωyi,j (2)

γi,j = ri,j + ωri,j (3)

dc = |(xi−1, yj)(xi+1, yj)| = |(xi−1, yj)(xi, yj+1)| = … (4)

d(i,j+1)(i+1,j) = |(Xi,Yj+1)(Xi+1,Yj)| − γi,j+1 − γi+1,j (5)

where xi,j, yi,j, and ri,j correspond to the pillar-centre coordi-
nates and radius of the hexagonal array with centre-to-centre
distance dc = 150 μm and pillar radius r = 60 μm.

The random deviations (ωx, ωy, and ωr) are produced
using the Matlab function randn to generate a Gaussian dis-
tribution centred in zero with different standard deviations
(σd for the variations in pillar position and σr for variations in
pillar radius):

ωxi,j = (150 μm) σd (randnxi,j − 0.5) (6)

ωyi,j = (150 μm) σd (randnyi,j − 0.5) (7)

ωri,j = (150 μm) σr (randnri,j − 0.5) (8)

Table 1 illustrates, and Fig. 2 shows the main features of
the designs studied in this work. Design 1 correspond to the
standard arrangement and size, whereas design 2 corre-
sponds to a narrower device. Designs 3 and 4 are related to
irregular arrangement of pillars in position or size,
respectively.

Fig. 2d Shows the normalized population of distances
across pillars for designs 1, 3 and 4. Designs 1 and 2 have a
unique distance between the pillars (30 μm, Fig. 1b) whereas
designs 2 and 3 have certain degree of merge (distance = 0)
and centred on a mean distance of ∼30 and ∼50 μm,
respectively.

Fabrication process

The micro-packed bed systems were made of polydimethyl-
siloxane (PDMS) using standard soft-lithographic techniques.
Silicon wafers were spin-coated with a layer of negative
photo-resist SU-82050 (Microchem) at 3000 rpm. The thick-
ness of the SU-8 layer was measured with an alpha-stepper
at several locations across the wafer obtaining values be-
tween 75–105 μm. The designs of our micro-packed bed

Table 1 Relevant dimensions for the packed bed designs: bed width W,
pillar radius r, pillar-centre distance dc, standard deviation for the varia-
tions in pillar position σd, and standard deviations for variations in pillar ra-
dius σd. ε = 0.42

Design W, mm r, μm dc, μm σd σr

1 5.5 60 150 — —

2 3.0 60 150 — —

3 5.5 60 150a 0.25 —

4 5.5 60a 150 — 0.1

a Mean value.

Fig. 1 (a) Micro-packed bed with inlets for gas or liquid and outlet, zoom
of the pillar-array inside the device, and top view of the pillars distribution.
(b) Pillar-array without random deviations. Hexagonal array with pillars of
radius r = 60 μm, centre-to-centre distance dc = 150 μm, and distance be-
tween two neighbouring pillars d = 30 μm. (c) Pillar-array with random de-
viations in terms of the pillar-centre coordinates (Xi,j,Yi,j) and radius (γi,j).
The pillars array is not hexagonal due to variations in the pillar-centre co-
ordinates and the pillars have different sizes due to variations in the radius.
Two neighbouring pillars can merge or touch, as shown.
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systems were lithography transferred to the SU-8 layer using
a transparency mask printed at 20 000 dpi. We mixed the
PDMS pre-polymer and the curing agent (Sylgard 184 Sili-
cone Elastomer Kit, Dow Corning) in a 1 : 10 weight ratio.
Additionally, we added toner powder to the solution in a 1 :
60 weight ratio to make the PDMS black for improving im-
age contrast in the experiments. After curing, the PDMS
layer was removed from the SU-8 master and cut to size.
Holes were punched for the fluid inlets and outlet. After-
wards, the PDMS structure and a microscope glass slide
(MENZEL-GLASER, 76 mm × 26 mm) were exposed to oxygen
plasma (Harrick, model PDC-002) and, subsequently,
bonded. Unless otherwise noticed, the visualization experi-
ments were performed in the same day the PDMS structure
and the microscope glass slide are exposed to oxygen
plasma in order to prevent recovery of the hydrophobicity of
plasma-treated PDMS.37 This material, PDMS, have shown to
deform over certain pressures.38 However, under the condi-
tions employed in this work we can may expect that this de-
formation does not affect the main design features of the
micro-packed beds.

Flow visualization

Ethanol or polyethylene glycol 200 (PEG-200) with a flow rate
between 8.8 and 45 μL min−1 were fed to the micro-packed
bed system by a syringe pump (Harvard PHD2000) and gas
flows with a flow rate between 82 and 93 μL min−1 at stan-
dard conditions were supplied from a pressurized vessel and
regulated with a needle valve (Porter, vcd-1000). These flow
rates render values of superficial velocities typically encoun-
tered in micro-reactors for catalytic applications, such as the
hydrotreatment of diesel to obtain a fuel with a sulphur lever
of below 10 ppm. Rhodamine-B, a fluorescent dye, was added
to the liquid to enhance contrast.

It is well accepted that the flow history has an impact on
the final hydrodynamic behaviour of the multiphase flow
through particles or pillars.18 This history is related with the
multiplicity of hydrodynamic states in trickle bed reactors.39

Our previous experiments on micro-packed bed reactors
showed that wet or dry start-up procedures resulted in the
same hydrodynamic state after stabilization.30 Thus, our ex-
periments have started with liquid filling of the system for 15
min. We allowed the hydrodynamic behaviour to stabilize for
at least 60 min after starting the flow of gas and before we
started recording the images.

The flow was visualized through a 1× air objective
mounted on an inverted epifluorescent microscope (Zeiss
axiovert 200 M) equipped with a CCD camera (La Vision, Im-
ager Intense). A mercury arc lamp was used, and images were
recorded at frame rates of 2 or 4 Hz with an exposure time of
5 ms. No changes in the fluorescent micrographs with a
higher frequency were observed, so the recorded movies at
this frame rate captured all the dynamics of the flow. A series
of these images (960 to 2000) cover a timescale of about 4 to
17 minutes, which was long enough to measure the dynamics
of the flow. We used an objective of a relatively small magni-
fication to visualize a relatively large area of the micro-
packed bed system in order to correlate the flow structures in
space. The flow was captured over the full width of the
micro-packed bed and a length of 8 mm at several locations,
covering the entire bed length.

The static contact angle of the liquid–solid (PDMS) inter-
phase was measured with the sessile drop technique (Easy
Drop DSA15S, Krűss).

Data processing

We used the fluorescent micrographs to calculate the local
instantaneous liquid hold-up εLĲx,y,t) of the interstitial
space between the pillars. The micrographs were binarized
based on a threshold intensity. Each pixel in the channel
with an intensity below the threshold is a pillar or a gas-
filled zone and received a value εLĲx,y,t) = 0, while pixels
with an intensity above the threshold were liquid filled and
received a value εLĲx,y,t) = 1. In the images, the liquid
phase is coloured white, while the gas phase and the pil-
lars are coloured black.

Fig. 2 Designs of the micro-packed beds corresponding to (a) design
1, constant pillars size of r is 60 μm and distance between pillars of dc
is 150 μm); (b) design 3, the pillar-centre coordinates (Xi,j,Yi,j) and
therefore the pillar-centre distance dc was varied; and (c) design 4: the
pillars radius was varied keeping dc constant. For designs 3 and 4, the
distance between pillars can be negative, indicating merging of pillars.
(d) Histograms showing the pillars distribution in the bed and the space
between pillars. ε = 0.42.
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The macroscopic liquid hold-up was calculated in an area
that corresponds to the full width W of the micro-packed bed
and a length ℓ of 8 mm as:




L macroscopic L d d, ( ) ( , , )t
W

x y t x y
W


  
1

00


(9)

where ε is the bed porosity, defined as void volume divided
by bed volume.

The macroscopic liquid hold-up averaged over time (for
the same area) was calculated as:




L ave L d d d, , ,
 

  
1 1

0 00t W
x y t x x t

t W




(10)

The interstitial velocity was defined as the volumetric flow-rate
of the phase divided by the available flow area for that phase:

u
WL

L

L ave


  

  ,

(11)

u
WG

G

L ave


    


 1 ,

(12)

The time-averaged local liquid hold-up at different cross-
sections in the y direction (over a length ℓ of 8 mm) was cal-
culated as:




L L d d



y x y t x t

t
  

 
1

00
( , , ) (13)

For multiphase reactions, the gas–liquid interfacial area
per reactor volume a was an important parameter for reactor
performance. We estimated the interfacial area using an edge
finding routine (regionprops) from Matlab (Version R2007b.
The MathWorks, Inc., 2009). As depicted in Fig. 3, firstly we
took a fluorescent micrograph, in this image the liquid-filled
zones were made of white pixels and the gas and solid zones
correspond to black pixels. Using the edge finding routine we
detected the interfaces with the liquid (gas–liquid and solid–
liquid). Secondly, we took an averaged image in which the
light intensity of each pixels is the accumulated light inten-
sity value of 500–1000 micrographs, this number of images
was large enough to assume that all the voids have been wet-
ted to at least some time, i.e. εL,ave > 0. In the averaged im-
age, a pixel corresponding to a solid or only gas zone will
have an accumulated light intensity between 0 to 5% of the
maximum accumulated value. This criterion was used to
identify a solid or only gas zone.

As described in Fig. 3, we binarized this averaged image
and used the edge finding routine we determine the solid–
liquid interface. Subsequently, we subtracted the number of
pixels that form the solid–liquid interface to the number of
pixels of interfacial area from the fluorescent micrograph
(gas–liquid and solid–liquid). This methodology has proved

useful for porous media data treatment.40 In this way we
calculated the number of pixels of the gas–liquid interfacial
perimeter. Since the height of the micro device is constant
(70 μm), a was calculated as the ratio of interfacial perime-
ter per bed area. The bed area was the sum of all the
pixels that formed the micrograph (typically ca. 459 × 352).
It is worth mentioning that using this technique;
completely stagnant gas zones were considered pillars. The
results reported by Yin et al.41 enable to predict that the
interphase is approximately vertical across the thickness of
the chamber.

Results and discussion
Effect of fluid properties – capillary number

The effects of fluid properties on the flow pattern were visual-
ized in the bed with the regular pillar distribution (design 1).
Ethanol and PEG-200 were used as liquids, varying in this
way the liquid viscosity and the interfacial tension. To
achieve larger gas and liquid velocities at the same flow rates,
air and ethanol were flown over a bed with a regular pillars
distribution but a narrower width (design 2). The relevant
fluid properties for these experiments are depicted in
Table 2.

In the sequence of micrographs shown in Fig. 4, the black
circles represent the pillars, the black zones represent the
gas-filled areas and the light zones are liquid-filled. The flow
direction of both phases, gas and liquid, is from left to right.
Fig. 4a corresponds to micro-fluidic design 1, with ethanol
and air as the working fluids and a bed width of 5.5 mm (Ca

Fig. 3 Schematic representation of the gas–liquid interfacial perimeter
calculation. (a) Firstly, we determine the gas–liquid and liquid–solid
interfaces with a micrograph and an edge finding routine. (b) Secondly,
we determine the liquid solid interface binarizing an averaged image;
this is our reference for identifying the pillars. (c) Finally, we subtract
the number of interfacial pixels of the reference from the number of
interfacial pixels of the image to get the number of pixels for the gas–
liquid interfacial perimeter.
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= 7.64 × 10−5). As could be appreciated, all the micrographs
look almost the same in the time interval of 4 min. There are
preferential paths for each phase and the interface hardly
moves. Thus, the flow is segregated. To a first approximation,
the liquid flow might be regarded as bound by stationary
boundaries of gas or solid. Hence, the flow of liquid is hardly
perturbed by the gas flow. In other words, the hydrodynamic
interaction between the two phases is minimal. Fig. 4b corre-

sponds to micro-fluidic design 2 (reduced bed width), for this
case the ethanol and air velocities are roughly two times
higher than that in the previous case. These higher velocities
produce a much more dynamic flow pattern. The gas moves
through the bed as “snakes” that change form and position
in a time interval of seconds in a liquid-filled medium. In
contrast to the flow in design 1, in this case the interaction
between gas and liquid flow is significant. This flow pattern

Table 2 Relevant fluid properties for experiments made in micro-packed beds with a regular pillar-array. The first two columns describe the micro-
packed bed system used and the working liquid, third and fourth columns show the relevant fluid properties estimated at 302 K (Handbook chemistry
and physics web edition),42 fifth column shows the macroscopic liquid hold-up averaged over time (calculated according to eqn (10)), sixth and seventh
columns show the interstitial velocities, and the last column shows the capillary number Ca based on the liquid phase

Design Liquid ηL, mPa s σ, mN m−1 εL,ave uL, mm s−1 uG, mm s−1 Ca

1 Ethanol 1.0 22 0.58 1.6 25.8 7.64 × 10−5

2 Ethanol 1.0 22 0.65 2.7 52.7 1.25 × 10−4

1 PEG-200 37.7 44 0.61 1.6 25.8 1.35 × 10−3

1 PEG-200 37.7 44 0.80 6.0 50.3 5.16 × 10−3

Fig. 4 Sequence of images to illustrate the flow dynamics encountered in micro-packed beds with a regular pillar-array at different ethanol and
air velocities. a) uL = 1.6 mm s−1, uG = 25.8 mm s−1. b) uL = 2.7 mm s−1, uG = 52.7 mm s−1. A video of the sequence (b) is provided as ESI.
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was defined as “snake flow”. A snake of gas can expand over
up to 5 pillars over the channel-width; this indicates that the
snakes-width is around 640 μm. A video of the corresponding
snake flow in design 2 is provided as ESI.† This inestable
snake flow is named “viscous fingering” or “Saffman–Taylor
instability” in the porous media literature,43 where it is con-
sidered detrimental for fluid displacement.44 However, in our
case this instability is beneficial because it enhances mixing
and decreases the impact of external mass transfer.

Comparing our results within the flow map of Wada
et al.,19 it is clear that the flow pattern they predict for both
cases is very different for what we have described: slug flow
with gas plugs of the size of the channel width passing
through a continuous liquid phase. The visualization experi-
ments of Wada et al.19 were done with oxygen and ethyl ace-
tate for the same velocities of our experiments; their Ca num-
bers are both of the order of 10−5 which is the same order of
magnitude of the Ca number of the flow dynamics as en-
countered in Fig. 4a. Evidently, the Ca number is not the only
parameter predicting the flow pattern in a micro-packed bed,
other parameters play also a role. It is worth mentioning that
the feed section design of these authors is very similar to
ours, but the dimensions of the bed are different, with a ratio
of width: height of 2 (600 μm/300 μm) in comparison to a ra-
tio of 78 (5500 μm/70 μm) for the work presented here. It is
worth mentioning that the width of the snakes (640 μm) ob-
served in Fig. 4b are very similar to the width of the gas plugs
(600 μm) observed by Wada et al.,19 but for our experiment
the Ca number is one order of magnitude larger (1.25 × 10−4).
Additionally, their bed is made of 50 μm diameter pillars
with a pillar-centre distance of 110 μm. This gives roughly a
60 μm width channel between pillars, which is a factor of 2
larger than the space available between pillars in the bed
used for this work. For low capillary values, the movement of
gas–liquid interfaces is dominated by the Laplace pressure
jump across the interface; therefore, the size of the passages
between pillars has a large effect in the flow patterns
obtained. As described before,37 the contact angle is another
factor to consider when predicting flow patterns in micro-de-
vices.37 Unfortunately, Wada et al.19 did not report the con-
tact angle of their experiments. They reported that all sur-
faces in contact with reacting fluids had characteristics
similar to those of glassware. Recently, Yang et al.17 reported
results obtained with a similar pillar arrangement. Their pre-
dictions agree with our results.

Fig. 5a corresponds to micro-fluidic design 1 with PEG-
200 and air as the working fluids and a bed width of 5.5 mm.
When using PEG-200, Ca = 1.35 × 10−3, this value is 18 times
larger than that when comparable flow rates are used with
ethanol and air (Fig. 4a); therefore, viscous forces are rela-
tively more important for this case. As expected, the gas
phase moves as dispersed slugs in a continuous liquid phase.
The gas bubbles that move across the bed, in a time-scale of
seconds, encompasses three or more micro-pillars. This is
known as churn flow, which at the same time is associated
with the largest interfacial areas.17

Our results are analogous to those of Krishnamurthy and
Peles22 on their gas and liquid flow across micro-pillars. For
uG < 1 m s−1 they observed bubbly slug flow. Bubbles were
defined as dispersed gas in the liquid with characteristic size
less than or equal to the inter-pillars space. Their micro-
channel is 1500 μm wide, 1 cm long, and 100 μm high,
encompassing 68 alternating rows of 9 and 10 staggered cir-
cular 100 μm diameter pillars. At lower surface tension of the
liquid phase (that is, higher Ca) gas slugs were shorter and
the size of the bubbles smaller. In our experiments we did
not see bubbles, but we can conclude that due to the higher
viscosity, the gas snakes of Fig. 4a are shortened to gas slugs.
This conclusion is in agreement with the previous modelling
performed on slugs in microchannels.45 At the same time,
the channelling effect of gas within the micro-packed bed
can lead to a serious by-passing of volatile species within the
liquid medium.46

Fig. 5b corresponds to micro-fluidic design 1 with a five
times larger PEG-flow-rate in the 5.5 mm-width bed. The
larger liquid velocity produces a flow pattern that resembles
reverse annular flow, where the liquid flows preferentially in
the middle and gas slugs travel towards the edges. The gas/
liquid distribution is very stable, as can be seen in the differ-
ent micrographs with a time interval of 1 min. We conclude
that this flow pattern is a consequence of the inlet design, be-
cause the liquid is fed in the middle, and in all the cases the
liquid zone appears in the middle. The flow conditions at the
inlet are far from equilibrium, but far downstream the inlet
section (after 51 mm), the effect tends to disappear. We did
not observe a variation of the transverse distribution with
length in our work.

Fig. 6a shows the macroscopic liquid hold-up values aver-
aged over the full width of the micro-packed bed. These
values are similar to those of micro-packed beds arranged
chaotically.34 The segregated and reverse annular flow pat-
terns (design 1 with ethanol and PEG-200 with a high liquid-
to-gas ratio) have a relatively constant macroscopic liquid
hold-up value while the flow patterns with gas snakes or
slugs show some oscillations. It is worth mentioning that, in
general, the liquid hold-up values are large in comparison to
those of industrial and laboratory trickle-bed reactors. For
larger scale reactors the largest liquid hold-up values are
achieved when the bed is diluted with smaller particles as
reported by Kulkarni et al.,47 who found an increase liquid
hold-up value from about 0.05 to 0.25 upon dilution of a bed
packed with 6 mm glass spheres with 0.2 mm glass particles.
The values reported in this work are larger than those by at
least a factor of 2, obviously because surface tension domi-
nates over gravitational stress (Bo < 10−3).

The local distribution of the time-averaged liquid hold-up is
shown in greater detail in Fig. 6b–e. The ideal situation would be
a homogeneous value in the whole bed, i.e. gas slugs homoge-
neously distributed in the whole bed. This ideal situation is only
observed in Fig. 6d (PEG-200 and air, Ca = 1.35 × 10−3). In
Fig. 6b and e, the gas flows preferentially on the wall, reducing
the liquid hold-up in those areas. In Fig. 6c, the two-lateral gas-
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feed lines are closer than that in the other cases due to the
smaller bed width (3.0 mm); therefore, the two gas branches
merge into a single one that passes throughout the centre. That is
to say, the flow pattern observed is the result of the inlet design.

Fig. 6f shows the averaged gas–liquid interfacial area per
reactor volume (a). For the micro-fluidic design 1 with PEG-
200 and air, Ca = 1.35 × 10−3, the area (a) is at his highest
value and a homogeneous liquid hold-up value in the whole
bed is observed (Fig. 6d). This flow pattern is ideal to limit
the impact of mass transfer limitations because it combines
good solid wetting, high gas–liquid interface, and short diffu-
sion-lengths. The other flow patterns have lower gas–liquid
interfacial values due to a higher degree of segregation of the
phases, which is combined with uneven liquid hold-up distri-
butions; therefore, they are less attractive to minimize mass
transfer. With the procedure used in this work to calculate a,
it is not possible to discriminate solid areas from only gas
zones; therefore, our solid–liquid interfacial perimeter calcu-
lation also includes some gas–liquid interface.

For the different flow regimes observed in this work, the
interfacial areas are one order of magnitude larger than typi-
cal values for trickle beds with particles in the mm range.48

Using Midoux's correlation,49 for 1.5 mm particles in the
trickling flow regime, the calculated gas–liquid interfacial
area is 713 m−1. For micro-packed beds, Losey et al.7 reported
a gas–liquid interfacial contact area of 16 000 m−1 for what
they called dispersed flow, and Wilhite et al.21 estimated gas–
liquid interfacial area values between 1100 and 2400 m−1 as-
suming purely annular flow. For our reverse annular flow, we
calculated an interfacial area of 3000 m−1; therefore, the or-
der of magnitude of our results is in the right range when
compared with other micro-packed beds.

Effect of solid properties – contact angle or wettability

The wettability of a solid can be quantified by the contact an-
gle, i.e., the angle of inclination of the liquid–gas interface at
the triple line (liquid–gas–solid).50 As described in the

Fig. 5 Sequence of images to illustrate the flow dynamics encountered in micro-packed beds with a regular pillar-array at different polyethylene
glycol 200 (PEG-200) and air velocities. a) uL = 1.6 mm s−1, uG = 25.8 mm s−1. b) uL = 6.0 mm s−1, uG = 50.3 mm s−1.
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experimental section, the PDMS layer with the micro-fluidic
design is bonded to a glass slide after exposing to oxygen
plasma; thus, one wall of the device is made of glass. The
surface properties of PDMS are (temporary) modified due to
the exposure to oxygen plasma. The attack by oxygen radicals
creates highly polar, hydrophilic groups at the PDMS surface
that significantly alter the wetting properties, making the
PDMS surface hydrophilic. Berejnov et al.37 reported that
when exposed to air at room temperature, the PDMS reverts
to its natural hydrophobic state in a time scale on the order
of days.

To assure a reproducible hydrophilic PDMS state, all the
experiments were done within 4 h after exposure to the oxy-
gen plasma. Each experiment last 1 hour and the surface
properties could be considered constant during the experi-
ment. The static contact angle of the air-ethanol-plasma
treated PDMS is 6 ± 1°. The ethanol solution used for the
static contact angle measurement is the same one as we used
for our flow-visualization experiments (ethanol spike with
rhodamine-B). The surface properties of the microscope glass
slide are also altered by the oxygen plasma, but a precise
analysis of surface energies after plasma is not needed be-
cause ethanol fully wets plasma-exposed glass.

After ten days, the PDMS had recovered its natural hydro-
phobic state with a static air–ethanol-PDMS contact angle of
34.7 ± 0.7°. To evaluate the effect of the contact angle in the
flow pattern, ethanol and air were fed to the hexagonal pillar
array in the 5.5 mm wide bed (micro-fluidic design 1) in the
hydrophobic state (34.7°) at the same gas and liquid flows
that render a segregated flow pattern under hydrophilic con-
ditions (contact angle of 6°, Fig. 4a). As shown in the micro-
graphs of Fig. 7, a change from hydrophilic to hydrophobic
state (corresponds a change from complete wetting to partial
wetting conditions) results in a change in the flow pattern:
from segregated (Fig. 4a) to alternating slugs of liquids
(Fig. 7), with approximately 6 Hz frequency, which completely
fill the available area for flow. After the liquid slug is pushed
away, the same gas and liquid distribution remains. This in-
dicates the presence of stagnant zones. This slug pattern is
more in the line of the flow pattern predicted by the 2D flow
map of Wada et al.19

Fig. 8 shows the comparison in the flow patterns for the
two gas–liquid–solid contact angles. Under partial wetting
the anchoring process of the liquid–solid contact line is ran-
dom.51 When flowing gas and liquid, the intermittent adhe-
sion of the liquid-film to the solid wall allows the formation
of triple-lines. The liquid film can de-wet by nucleation and
growth of dry patches. The contact lines increase the flow re-
sistance.52 Therefore, in the case of the channel filled with
pillars, under partial wetting conditions many contact triple
lines are formed, increasing the flow resistance. This would
favour the local liquid accumulation until the local accumu-
lated pressure is large enough to overcome the flow resis-
tance. This process may lead to the formation of liquid slugs.
For the PDMS in its natural hydrophobic state (contact angle
= 34.7°), the macroscopic liquid holdup reaches very high

Fig. 6 a) Local liquid hold-up values versus time for the different de-
signs and liquids used. The macroscopic liquid hold-up values are av-
eraged over an area that corresponds to the full width of the micro-
packed bed and a length of 8 mm, located at 51 mm downstream of
the feed section. b–e) Micrographs showing the averaged local liquid
hold-up over a period of four minutes in micro-packed beds with a
regular pillar-array. Conditions: b) ethanol and air, uL = 1.6 mm s−1, uG

= 25.8 mm s−1; c) ethanol and air, uL = 2.7 mm s−1, uG = 52.7 mm s−1; d)
PEG-200 and air, uL = 1.6 mm s−1, uG = 25.8 mm s−1; e) PEG-200 and
air, uL = 6.0 mm s−1, uG = 50.3 mm s−1; f) time-averaged gas–liquid
interfacial area per reactor volume for the designs and liquids used
corresponding to the same conditions shown before.
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values (∼0.8) at the passage of a liquid slug. In the slug-
regime the gas–liquid interfacial area is four times larger
than that in the segregated flow pattern reducing its value at
the passage of a liquid slug. These results indicate that in the
slug regime there is more area for exchange between gas and
liquid in comparison to the one in the segregated flow pat-
tern. Our observations show a resemblance to porous media
literature on the effect of contact angle.53

Effect of solid properties – pillar arrangement

The same air and ethanol linear velocities (uL = 1.6 mm s−1,
uG = 25.8 mm s−1) were used in micro-fluidic designs 1, 3,
and 4 (Tables 1 and 2) to evaluate the influence of deviations

in the pillar-centre coordinates (Xi,j,Yi,j) and deviations in the
pillar-radius in the flow pattern observed. For the three cases
the bed dimensions are constant (60.0 mm long, 5.5 mm
wide, and 70 μm high). The resulting sequence of images of
designs 3 and 4 are shown in Fig. 9.

As it was earlier shown in Fig. 4a and averaged in Fig. 10a,
for the regular pillar-array (design 1) the flow is segregated,
and each phase has an almost constant preferential path in
the bed with very low interaction between the phases. For the
pillar-array of design 3 (Fig. 10b), with variations in the
pillar-centre distance, the gas phase moves through the bed
as snakes that change form and position in a variable fre-
quency between 0.002–0.026 Hz. For the pillar-array of design
4 (Fig. 10c), with variations in the pillar radius, the area cov-
ered by the gas snakes is invaded by liquid during time inter-
vals of ca. 2 s with a frequency of around 0.08 Hz.

Fig. 10d shows the averaged distribution of the liquid hold-
up over a representative period of time. In Fig. 10a the phases
are segregated with almost no interaction; therefore, we find,
besides the pillar-region, only liquid-filled zones (white zones)
and only gas-filled zones (black zones). In Fig. 10b, the gas-
filled preferential paths or snakes change form and position
leading to zones that are filled by both phases in an alternat-
ing way. Because of the slow frequency of the snake changes,
we recorded images for a longer period of time (17 min) to
have a good representation of the long-term behaviour. In
Fig. 10c, as described before, part of the gas-filled zone is

Fig. 7 Sequence of images to illustrate the flow dynamics (passage of
liquid slugs) encountered in a micro-packed bed with a regular pillar-
array at a static air–ethanol-PDMS contact angle of 34.7 ± 0.7° (hydro-
phobic state). Ethanol and air, uL = 1.6 mm s−1, uG = 25.8 mm s−1.

Fig. 8 a) Comparison of the liquid hold-up for different gas–liquid–
solid contact angle. Macroscopic liquid hold-up as a function of time
in a zone that corresponds to the full width of the micro-packed bed
(5.5 mm) and a length of 8 mm. uL = 1.6 mm s−1, uG = 25.8 mm s−1. b)
Comparison of the gas–liquid interfacial area, as calculated using the
edge finding routine for different gas–liquid–solid contact angle. uL =
1.6 mm s−1, uG = 25.8 mm s−1.
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invaded by liquid with a frequency of 0.08 Hz but almost 80%
of the analysed area (5.5 mm × 8 mm) presents only gas and
only liquid-filled zones. Images were recorded for 8 min.

Fig. 10d shows that designs 1 and 3 are very stable with a
comparable level of macroscopic liquid hold-up values. For
design 4, the liquid hold-up value peaks rather regularly, ob-
viously due to the passing of a liquid slug. The result of de-
sign 4 resembles the result obtained with partial wetting con-
ditions, where also liquid slugs were formed (Fig. 8a), but in
the case of partial wetting, the slug frequency is higher, and
the macroscopic liquid hold-up value reached is larger
(∼0.8). Fig. 10e shows that the gas–liquid interfacial area in-
creases with variable inter-pillar space. As shown in Fig. 2d,
the range of variations in pillar spacing is larger for design 4
than that for the distribution of design 3. Interestingly, de-
sign 3 presents a larger gas–liquid interfacial area when com-
pared with designs 1 and 4. The gas–liquid interfacial area

for design 4 decreases when a liquid slug passes in a similar
way as the comparable result for partial wetting condition in
Fig. 8b. These results indicate that the best scenario (for hav-
ing the highest gas–liquid interfacial area) is the one corre-
sponding to the homogeneous distribution of phases and
hold-up across the micro-packed bed of pillars.

As a general observation, we have seen that the liquid
tends to pass through the smaller voids between pillars while
the gas tends to pass through the largest void-channels. Re-
sults from designs 1, 3, and 4 indicate that there is an opti-
mum pillar-spacing range where the passages between pillars
are occupied by both phases in an alternating fashion (design
3). Our results resemble those of Serres et al.54 who com-
pared spherical beads versus open cell solid foams obtaining
better mass transfer within the former system. Serres et al.55

and Arbabi et al.56 also demonstrated the formation of Taylor
gas bubbles across irregular 3D packings, as shown in Fig. 7.

Fig. 9 Sequence of images to illustrate the flow dynamics encountered at same air and ethanol flow-rates in beds with different pillars size and
distribution. a) Design 3 with variations in the pillar-centre coordinates (Xi,j,Yi,j) and, therefore, in the pillar-centre distance dc; b) design 4 with vari-
ations in the pillars radius and constant dc. uL = 1.6 mm s−1, uG = 25.8 mm s−1.
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Our observations are in good agreement with the porous
media literature,26,57 where it is described that the movement
of gas–liquid interfaces is dominated by the capillary pres-
sure jump across the interface. The inter-pillar pores can be
described as channels of non-constant hydraulic diameter
with throats and crests. In the zones inside the bed with
smaller inter-pillar distance, a gas–liquid interface must

make more jumps through smaller throats in comparison
with a zone with larger void-channels. Thus, the size of the
inter-pillar pores and its throat-crest distribution has a major
impact in the wetting efficiency. Besides, our results also
agree with these of porous media in terms of the formation
of viscous fingering, which is strongly related with the pore
size gradient58 and bed heterogeneity.29

Conclusions

In micro-packed beds the relative importance of surface
forces over volume forces is high. Interactions on the bound-
aries between gas, liquid, and solid can determine the macro-
scopic flow patterns. We have explored which parameters are
relevant in predicting fluid flow in micro-packed beds. We
identify the following parameters that are often overlooked in
trickle-bed literature: contact angle and inter-particle space.
Our general conclusions are:

• For micro-packed beds the most relevant dimensionless
number is the Capillary number (Ca). The surface tension-
driven multiphase flow patterns are completely different to
those in industrial and laboratory trickle bed reactors. The
flow patterns encountered tend to exhibit segregation of the
phases with high liquid hold-up values (>0.5). The gas–liquid
interaction and the corresponding mass transfer rate can be
boosted by increasing gas and liquid flow rates.

• Changing from a full wetting condition to a partial wet-
ting condition produces a significant change in flow pattern.
Under partial wetting conditions, random de-wetting of the
solid surfaces takes place, decreasing the flow pattern stabil-
ity. The gas–liquid–solid contact lines increase the flow resis-
tance on a local level producing local liquid and pressure ac-
cumulation that conduce to liquid-slug formation.

• The size of void-channels has a major impact not only
on the bed porosity, but also on the distribution of the
phases inside the bed. With adequate dimensions for the dis-
tance between pillars, the gas–liquid interaction and the
mass transfer rate can be tailored.

• It is still difficult to predict accurately the multiphase
flow pattern for micro-packed and miniaturized packed
beds because many variables (Ca number, contact angle,
pore-connectivity, and feed-section design) are important.
It is worthwhile to perform visualization and residence
time distribution experiments in connection with hot flow
experiments to establish the relation between bed packing
characteristics and the gas–liquid–solid reaction perfor-
mance as well as analysing trends with the parameters as
reported here.

Our results point to the conclusion that controlling the
multiphase flow pattern in micro-packed beds requires eluci-
dating the following trinomial set of (a) fluids and Ca num-
ber in particular, (b) solid, with porosity and wetting as key
factors and (c) bed geometry. The first two have been studied
and modelled thoroughly in the literature, but innovative ap-
proaches are required to monitor the best solid geometry in
the micro-chemical system.

Fig. 10 a–c) Micrographs showing the time-averaged liquid hold-up
over a representative period of time for the flow patterns encountered
with same air- and ethanol-flow-rates in beds with different pillars size
and distribution. a) Pillar-array with regular pillar size and position (de-
sign 1, same as show in Fig. 6b), averaged over 4 min; b) pillar-array
with deviations in the pillar-centre distance, averaged over seventeen
min; c) pillar-array with deviations in the pillar radius, averaged over
8 min. d) Macroscopic liquid hold-up and gas–liquid interfacial area per
reactor volume for the flow patterns encountered with same air- and
ethanol flow-rates in beds with different pillars size and distribution. d)
Macroscopic liquid hold-ups in time; e) gas–liquid interfacial area per
reactor volume. e) Gas–liquid interfacial area per reactor volume (a) at
the same air- and ethanol flow-rates in beds with different pillars size
and distribution.
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